
THAT WAS THE BEST DAY OF MY LIFE ESSAY

Free Essay: Best Day of My Life I remember that day well. It was just another match day at the coliseum but this was
different because that day I was going.

Not far ahead I saw my gate. I would now become famous and known as the boy who can tell the future. As I
walked one direction I noticed I was heading the wrong direction, stopped, and turned around, and walked the
other way. Since I had some time, I went down to a little stand and got a pack of gum. At first, little did I
know my instinct was catching up with what was happening, when I suddenly became envious towards my
cousins playing with their younger siblings a few nights before, which apparently had a meaning. I hardly
went to others seeking for any kind of help. We headed off to my uncle's truck and we drove to my grandpa's
property. As he himself has said, "Literature that is not the very breath of contemporary society does not
deserve the name of literature. It granted my happiness and joy and protected me from troubles. We hugged.
Our writers have degrees and vast experience in academic writing. A beautiful woman blessed with
advantages marries a handsome man for love, but the love eventually runs dry. I started East Wilkes High
School in and really thought that my education was really just starting to begin. In One Day In The Life Of
Ivan Denisovich by Alexander Solzhenitsyn, tradition is dissected through the dichotomy of traditional versus
post-modernist views portrayed by characters forced to serve, or monitor, time in a Soviet prison camp We
were leaving at eight to go to my cousins in Jonesboro to pick them up and then head to Indianapolis. I looked
at my ticket and read C14, my next gate. Gerda went through and saw more horrific things in the matter of a
few years than any of us will ever have to face in our lifetimes. It was just another match day at the coliseum
but this was different because that day I was going. But it was just such a surreal experience. Life is given to a
human for living it wisely. Take the chance to succeed in your education and place an order on our site. Chuck
Close has taught me to never yield but always drive to pursue. At my first touch to a paintbrush, I strived to
become a comparable artist as he with an ability to paint a photo to its exactness and being able to put forth
my all in every piece of work. I woke early that day with anticipation. I tried to manage everything on my
own.


